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The Epic Meal Team
The month of February saw the formation of a
team so feared that the mere mention of their
name would strike fear in the hearts of those
around and cast a dark cloud over what would
normally be happy, joyful people. Yes, the epic
meal team was born. This was like no ordinary
team. No. This team aimed to go where no
group had gone before. This team desired to
attempt the
impossible. Yes.
This team was
very stupid. The
first quest for the
epic meal team
came in the form
of chicken wings...FROM THE DEVIL HIMSELF!
Tucked away in the most obscure corner of the
most obscure corner in Singapore, the team of
Karthik, Greg, Calvin, Alexi, Eric and Leonard
were brave (and foolish) enough, to go through
the stringent selection process of the 3 S’s
(Stupidity, Silliness and Senselessness) to
emerge as the official challengers of the level
30 chicken wings.
(The rest of us
were just there
cause we didn’t
know how to get
out so we ordered
the level 3.0 chicken wings.) After a lot of
swearing, crying, and milk, the epic meal team
tasted the sweet taste of success and we have
to give them the credit due. This was also after
their taste buds had recovered from the intense
trauma. It was a
day of firsts for
many of us there to
witness
the
m o m e n t o u s
occasion, but most
importantly, it was the first and unfortunately
not the last epic meal time.

CNY Celebrations
The month of February was kicked off with a
change in the Lunar Year and to welcome in the
year of the Rabbit, the sailing club had a
Chinese New
Year Celebration
complete with ‘lo
hei’, automatic
mahjong, some
brutal punishment and a whole lot of innocent
card playing. More than that though it was a
time for reunion for members new and not so
new and it gave us a chance to gather outside

of the library and Raffles Marina which is

i) SSU Outreach Achievement Award

always a healthy option. There were some

(Western Circuit)

masterclass chinese proverbs going around at

ii) SSU Best biceps

the table and if the messy aftermath is any

(Peiquan)

indication of the sailing clubs future prospects

iii) SSU Sportsman of the year

this year, i’d reckon we have a lot to look

(Chris)

forward to. Thanks to all who came and lost
your money to the house. Don’t worry, if i find it
i will give it back to you.

Epic Meal Time II
If you thought the sailing club was wise enough
to learn from the mistakes made in the past,
you are absolutely right! The same can’t be
said for the epic meal team however who
decided the best way to get the club into
shape and to start dieting was to eat more! So
with the challenge of 1000 Xiao Long Baos set
for us, the warriors marched into the Crystal
Jade arena to accept it. Game plans and
strategies were drawn up, tactics were
discussed and xiao long baos were allocated.
All looked to be going well until the steamboat
arrived. Obviously lacking in any discipline , the

Although we missed out on a few other awards
the club would like to thank all who came down
to support our members and for the sacrifices
made, the commitment shown and the passion
demonstrated to the sailing club throughout the
years. Make no mistake we will put in even
more effort to ensure we continue to uphold
the high level of excellence that the club and
the school is used to.

epic meal team thought that a bit of beef ,
some prawns and other incarnations of the
“bao” would be beneficial to us in our quest.
We were wrong. Despite the failure, each
member present that night learnt a valuable
lesson. Don’t promise free flow of something if
your production line cannot keep up. That was
all we learnt. What we should have learnt was
the importance of focus, the true value of
determination, and not to be so stupid. Judging
by the number of epic meal time suggestions
currently being decided on, we should be
hating all forms of food very soon. Oh in case
you were wondering, we ate about 540 in the
end. I hate xiao long baos.

SSU Sports Awards Night 2011

Upcoming Events
On a side note, please take note of the
following events that will be happening
very soon!
i) USL Awards Ceremony
Friday, 4th March 2011
7:30 PM @ T-Junction
Come cheer and support our sailors as
they receive individual prizes for their
contributions to both the school and the
club. Also WE WON TEAM OF THE YEAR
so thats another reason why you should be
there!

Before you think all we did was eat in February,

ii) Opening of the Ladies Corner

i think it is only fair that i highlight some of the

Friday, 5th March 2011

achievements the club picked up. The annual

12:00 PM @ SMU Gym

Sports Awards Night was held in the University

The ladies corner in the SMU gym will be

Lounge on the 10th of February and it was truly

officially opened so please come down

an enjoyable night where sportsmen from all

and show your support. Also, if you are a

the CCAs could gather in one place to

girl, there are attractive prizes that you

celebrate sport and recognize the individuals

could win so don’t miss out!

and teams who had done well in the past year.
The sailing club picked up a number of awards
including:
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